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Comments Dear Sir, Madam 
 
We are writing to object against Loxwood Clay Pits with the following reasons. 
 
The roads in and out are not suitable for this volume of lorries each day. You can see the roads are 
already in bad repair in places from wear and tear, water which lays in places because of poor 
drainage, this will only get worse.  
The roads are very narrow in places and only enough room for a car and lorry to barely pass, let alone 
two lorries.  Our Barnsfold Nurseries lorry had to stop for a skip lorry that couldn't slow up enough 
and the arm of the skip mechanism on the rear smashed the drivers mirror and door window.  The 
skip driver didn't stop, our driver had to go to hospital as he had glass in his ear and unfortunately our 
cameras were unable to pick up the registration number.   
The road is used by many walkers, runners, cyclist, horse riders so having more lorries will increase 
the dangers on this road and it will be only a matter of time before someone seriously gets hurt. 
Our daughter and many more catch the weald school bus, which stops at Hale Farm and the top of 
Tismans Common, we have tried to get it to stop in the safe  layby outside our house and The Mucky 
Duck but they have said these other two stops are only third of a  mile away so she must make her 
way there. Either of these two ways is unsuitable for a school child to walk now let alone with these 
extra lorries on the road and there are no pavements in place. 
 
The area concerned is a fantastic place to escape into the quiet countryside where many people walk 
there dogs daily.  We don't have pets to walk but love to walk and see the wildlife and season 
changing surroundings. For us and many it is a great place for everyone's well being and this 
extraction going on will ruin this natural area. 
 
As evidence shows there is no demand for this clay to be extracted in the area. 
 
With all the facts we would urge you to think hard and long and please refuse this application. 
 
Yours sincerely 
 
Peter and Sarah Titmuss
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